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Texture: This zine is printed double-sided on stiff cardstock-style paper. It is smooth to
the touch.

General description: This zine is full of drawn illustrations of an anime-style cat person
depicted in a variety of poses and costumes. The text of the zine is handwritten in
black marker. The background of both pages is light grey. It is hand decorated with
different sized white stars, hearts and squiggles.

Page 1:
An anime-style cat-person is depicted in three different poses. The first is wearing
human clothes and sits at a desk, playing on a computer. The second is wearing a
brown fur costume with a long bushy tail and is drawing on a digital tablet. The third
anime cat is wearing the same costume but is sitting on a swing at the park.

Text reads: With COVID-19, many things have changed for a lot of people. However, for
me, nothing much has changed. I still stay home as usual. I still draw as usual. I still go
to the park as usual.

Page 2:
The anime-style cat-person is depicted in two new poses. The first is wearing an
oversized black hoodie on top of brown fur and a long tail. They are sitting comfortably
on the floor wearing a mask and sunglasses. Handwriting pointing to the cat says
“cozy.” The second illustration depicts the anime cat hanging upside-down on aerial
silks. Their back is arched, and their toes are pointed like a dancer. This time, they are
wearing closely-fit athletic clothing.

The text reads: The only thing that has changed for me, is that now, I get to wear a
mask (which are comfy). Although circus was closed for a bit at the start, it’s back, and
as usual, I go once a week, and learn new, and improve on old skills. (I also finally
climbed to the top for the first time a few weeks ago!).The last sentence is punctuated
by a little smiley face.


